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WELCOME TO THE AUTUMN 2018 EDITION OF
THE PACE RAIL NEWSLETTER
In early 2018 we became a UK stockist of rail electrification products. This is great news for our
customers who can now quickly access critical Bonomi, Rebosio and Omnia parts, reducing
delivery times for UK projects. Read more about what is available, and how the PACE stocking
service helped deliver electrification to central Scotland’s railways.
You can also discover the latest developments in our partners’ range of products and meet
PACE’s new recruits.

Gavin Smith
Managing Director

PACE NETWORKS AWARDED BONOMI
AND REBOSIO DISTRIBUTION
We have expanded our existing power grid and overhead line distribution service to
cover rail electriﬁcation infrastructure, signing agreements with Bonomi and Rebosio
to stock and distribute their range of Omnia cantilevers, insulators and components.
Operating from an expanded Gloucestershire headquarters and distribution centre,
PACE Networks offer short lead-time fulﬁlment of cantilever assemblies, cantilever
sub-assemblies, droppers, insulators, clamps, components and ﬁttings.
We are working with many UK rail electriﬁcation contractors to supply
enhanced-in-advance material management and fulﬁlment of material needs, on time
and within budget. We represent the best value for all Omnia and associated products,
especially where lead times are short or volume requirements are low.
Continued overleaf...
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PA C E N E T W O R K S C A S E S T U D Y

WE HOLD THE FOLLOWING RAIL STOCK:
Cantilever assemblies: The complete Omnia range, including stock at sub-assembly level.
This includes Omnia cantilevers and mast brackets, as well as underbridge arms.
Droppers: The new Bonomi dropper clamp and adjustable droppers.
Insulators: Including strut insulators, underbridge arms and ATF insulators.
Clamps: Full range of PG clamps, mast clamps, earth clamps, contact wire clamps, catenary
wire supports and contact wire clamps.
Components and ﬁttings: A range of maintenance components, ﬁttings and consumables.

CASE STUDY: HOW PACE NETWORKS DELIVERED
ELECTRIFICATION TO CENTRAL SCOTLAND’S RAILWAYS
Working with contractor, ABC, PACE Networks delivered rail
electriﬁcation to the Stirling-Dunblane-Alloa project, under the
management of Edinburgh Glasgow Improvement Programme (EGIP).
Following on from the electriﬁcation of Rutherglen to Coatbridge
section, Omnia prevailed over the competition by demonstrating
superior whole life costs and improved safety
through signiﬁcantly less time working at height.
The Omnia cantilever’s alloy construction provides a 40% weight
MULLover standard cantilevers. Omnia facilitated signiﬁcant cost
reduction
savings, providing simple geometry and reach adjustments while
reducing the number of tools required from 5 to 2, signiﬁcant
components from 12 to 5, and the number of nuts from 30 to 6.

TAY BRIDGE

The ﬁrst section of the Stirling-Dunblane-Alloa (SDA) electriﬁcation
project covers 26 single track kilometres between Greenhill, Larbert and
Polmont junctions and includes Falkirk Grahamston and Camelon
MULL
stations. Due for completion on schedule in December 2018, phase two
extends the route through to Dunblane in the north and Alloa in the
east, with an additional 2,000 Omnia cantilevers completing the route
length of 150 single track kilometres.

FORTH BRIDGE

PACE Networks, working in partnership with Bonomi and ABC, provided
project support and Omnia cantilevers. The project successfully trialled
PACE Network’s lean and ﬂexible ordering process and by warehousing
Omnia cantilevers in sub-assembly form, the customer experienced
increased ﬂexibility, less risk when ordering against incomplete design
and streamlined stock management.
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INNOVATION DRIVES DOWN COST
Bonomi and PACE Networks have developed an innovative solution to reduce the cost of electrification infrastructure.
Utilising technology already successfully installed across Europe, the Twin Track Cantilever (TTC) offers material cost and
installation time savings against alternative solutions. It can also remove the need for large excavation groundworks required
for overhead booms or portals, instead offering a lighter, safer and more cost-effective twin cantilever system. It also has the
potential to replace 4-track headspan arrangements.

DROPPER

BONOMI FLEXIBLE
DROPPER IN ACTION
TAY BRIDGE

The new Bonomi dropper, available for immediate
delivery from PACE Networks UK distribution
centre, is gaining great reviews from the projects
using it. The new dropper is the dropper of choice
for the majority of North West Electrification, Shotts
and Midland Main Line.
The new dropper’s simplified design offers
assembly and installation efficiency,
together with excellent value.

MECH BOX

FORTH BRIDGE

PRODUCTS
ADDED TO THE
OMNIA RANGE
SHORTER OMNIA
In addition to the new longer station platform cantilever
(PADS/05412) the Omnia range has been enhanced to include
shorter Omnia beams with lengths from 900mm to 1700mm.
These additions to the range will assist projects in portal
arrangements.
EXTENDED REDUCED ENCUMBRANCE
To assist in the completion of the Midland Mainline extension
project, to which Omnia is the chosen cantilever system, we
have expanded the range of mid-point anchor and reduced
encumbrance cantilevers. For more details,
please contact PACE Networks to discuss.

MORRIS LINE ENGINEERING (MLE) MECH
BOX UPGRADE
The Morris Line mech box for operation of two and three position switches has
undergone an upgrade. The enhanced box benefits from improved integration
with Network Rail systems, compliant remote securing and operational
functionality.

MLE RELEASE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

PEAR DRIVE

As part of their commitment to safety and efﬁciency, MLE are releasing a series of high quality, instructional
videos designed to be used track-side by engineers to ﬁt, upgrade and maintain HV parts. Links will be available
on the PACE and MLE websites.

PEAR DRIVE SYSTEM; THE OBVIOUS
CHOICE FOR PORTALS AND TTC.
Morris Line Engineering’s range of rail switchgear and isolators has been
enhanced by the addition of the pear drive system; this system allows isolators to
be safely and reliably mounted above the track on portals or TTC booms.
Since the pear drive launch, Morris Line has conducted a series of trials and on-site
assessments, the results of these trials have led Morris Line to recommend the
pear drive for all applications requiring operation of Morris Line equipment at a
distance over a portal or TTC. Morris Line do not support installations using pushpull tension rods due to their complexity and un-reliability.

CANTILEVER

There are opportunities across the UK where this system can be effective. Projects considering renewals on existing masts,
or new projects that would typically require portals or booms, should contact PACE Networks to discuss alternatives.

NEW OFFICE SPACE
Following the successful launch of rail stocking and distribution in March this year,
we’re proud to announce that we have outgrown our existing offices in Northleach
only 36 months after moving into them. From October we will be moving into
bigger, two-story offices at Lakeside Business Park in South Cerney.
What does this mean for our customers? The new facilities offer more space and
have enabled us to expand our customer support team, providing better customer
service and technical support both on the telephone and online. The new office
will also offer enhanced links to our warehouse and distribution facility, allowing
for rapid order processing and preparation.

NEW TEAM MEMBERS
PACE Networks’ expansion into rail stocking and distribution, together with our acquisition of new clients and
customers, is supported by an increase to the Gloucestershire-based team.

Simon Park has joined to lead the rail business development team and will undertake a
key role in achieving PACE’s long-term customer engagement goals.
Simon has over 25 years’ experience in sales, marketing and business development. Over
the course of his career, he has worked at a senior level in the automotive sector across
customer success, technical support, sales and product marketing.
M 07963 513915

E simon.park@pace-networks.co.uk

Imtiyaaz Hussain, joins us as a Tendering Engineer, providing technical support to both our
rail and transmission & distribution business. Imti is also assisting in the technical
development of product approvals on both existing and new products.
Imti is a ﬁnal year undergraduate, studying Mechanical Engineering at Edinburgh
University and joins PACE on a 12 months secondment
T +44 (0)1285 323 525

E info@pace-networks.co.uk

Zoe Sutton joins us as a Senior Sales Coordinator, providing additional support to the rail
and transmission & distribution customer service teams. Zoe will also provide valuable
assistance in the development and implementation of PACE Networks systems and
customer support programmes.
Zoe has over 10 years’ experience in supply chain logistics and customer support and
possesses extensive experience in developing and implementing processes and systems.
T +44 (0)1285 323 525

CONTACT US

E info@pace-networks.co.uk

for more details.
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